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The city of Algiers, renowned for its white walls cascading
to the Mediterranean, historically sheltered a diverse population. During the Ottoman
centuries (1529–1830), it was home to Arabs, Berbers, black Africans, Turks, and kulughli
(offspring of Turkish soldiers and Algerian women). When the French occupied Algiers in
1830, this pluralism was enhanced by an inﬂux of European immigrants from southern
Italy and Spain, in addition to French settlers. Under Ottoman rule, Algeria had been a semiindependent province of the empire, and its heyday was the era of the legendary corsairs
of the sixteenth century, who expanded Ottoman power throughout the Mediterranean.
French rule transformed Algeria. European
norms and the French system of governance
were imposed. The land was mapped, its peoples surveyed and classiﬁed, and dramatic
interventions to urban fabrics enforced a
new duality. In Algiers, the “Arab” city on
the hillside, known as the Casbah, was
separated from the “French” or European
city that spread out in districts below and
around the Casbah. This division, engraved
into the spaces of Algiers, endured during
the 132 years of French rule that ended with
the War of Independence (1954–1962).
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Reconsidering the Colonial Archive
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More recently, the American artist Dennis Adams
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Seberg in the role of a young American selling the
New York Herald Tribune on the streets of Paris is,

The French reconﬁguration of Algiers entailed
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and libraries. Trained at the École des beaux-arts
in Paris, the architect Pierre Trémaux documented
the houses of Algiers in meticulous detail. In one

—Zeynep Çelik, New Jersey Institute of Technology
Frances Terpak, Getty Research Institute
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Dennis Adams, Double Feature, 2008. Courtesy Dennis
Adams and Kent Gallery, New York

This event situates the exhibition in a theoretical and historical
context and considers the (colonial) nature of the documents.
In addition to the exhibition curators, the participants include
Dennis Adams, Nadjib Berber, Julia Clancy-Smith, Jean-Louis
Cohen, Nabila Oulebsir, and Mary Roberts.

Explore highlights of the exhibition at www.getty.edu. To view
the postcards of Algiers displayed on the lobby monitor, visit
www.flickr.com/photos/gettyresearchinstitute.
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